
MALE PIT BULL TERRIER

GALLATIN, TN, 37066

 

Phone: (615) 821-0814 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

(Nashville, TN)\n\nLongtime resident, ? Gunner ?, is still 

looking for his forever family, and knows they are out there 

but needs your help finding them! \n\nGunner is located in 

TN but can be adopted out of state for the right fit. Please 

help spread the word by visiting our social media pages 

and sharing his adoptable post and/or telling your family 

and friends. \n\nGunner is a strong boy and needs a 

confident handler as he does like to pull on leash, but he is 

an absolute sweetheart and takes correction well. He is 

crate trained, loves car rides, and sleeps in his kennel at 

night, but also loves to snuggle. \n\nHe can be dog 

selective so he would need slow introductions to female 

dogs only, and a home without male dogs, cats or small 

critters. He gets along with his canine foster sibling, 

Princess Xena, so again, it’s a matter of taking things 

slowly. \n\nHe would be best suited in a home that doesnt 

have small children/children under the age of 12 due to his 

big paws and playful bull in a China shop tendency (he 

doesnt know his own strength). A fully fenced backyard is 

required so he can enjoy sunbathing without bothering the 

neighbor’s cat ?. \n\nGunner came to us from a shelter 

with a severe case of heartworms in May 2020. He spent a 

year on multiple medications and eventually beat the HWs. 

Unfortunately, the damage to his heart and lungs makes 

anesthesia risky, so he is unaltered. This boy has a will to 

live and is so very deserving of his own family to love.\n\nIf 

you are the right fit for Gunner, please complete an 

application at the below link: \n\nhttps://

www.battleforthebully.org/adoption
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